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Abstract
Background: Surveillance of Over-the-Counter pharmaceutical (OTC) sales as a potential early
indicator of developing public health conditions, in particular in cases of interest to Bioterrorism,
has been suggested in the literature. The data streams of interest are quite non-stationary and we
address this problem from the viewpoint of linear adaptive filter theory: the clinical data is the
primary channel which is to be estimated from the OTC data that form the reference channels.

Method: The OTC data are grouped into a few categories and we estimate the clinical data using
each individual category, as well as using a multichannel filter that encompasses all the OTC
categories. The estimation (in the least mean square sense) is performed using an FIR (Finite
Impulse Response) filter and the normalized LMS algorithm.

Results: We show all estimation results and present a table of effectiveness of each OTC category,
as well as the effectiveness of the combined filtering operation. Individual group results clearly show
the effectiveness of each particular group in estimating the clinical hospital data and serve as a guide
as to which groups have sustained correlations with the clinical data.

Conclusion: Our results indicate that Multichannle adaptive FIR least squares filtering is a viable
means of estimating public health conditions from OTC sales, and provide quantitative measures
of time dependent correlations between the clinical data and the OTC data channels.

Background
Surveillance of Over-the-Counter (OTC) pharmaceutical
sales as a potential early indicator of developing public
health conditions has been suggested in the literature [1].
OTC sales offer several advantages as possible early indi-
cators of public health. They are, first of all, very widely
used. According to a recent health survey [2], 77% of the
U. S. population said they have used non-prescription
medications to treat a health condition at least once in a
6-month period. This compares to 43% who said they
consulted a physician in the same time period, and 38%
who said they used prescription medications.

A second advantage of OTCs is that reliable and detailed
electronic records are made at the time of sale. These
records are aggregated regionally for commercial pur-
poses. The only additional burden for health surveillance
purposes is to communicate this data to the appropriate
public health organizations. The OTC data contain signif-
icant information, e.g. sales volume of each of several
hundred possible products, and the precise location of the
store where they are sold.

A third possible advantage, which has not been so well
established, is the timeliness of OTC sales relative to other
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observable events that might occur when the public
health is threatened.

The purpose of this article is to present evidence that when
judiciously grouped, the OTC data show time-dependent
correlations with clinical data, and that the latter can be
reconstructed from the former using a linear filter.

JHU/APL is currently collecting large quantities of daily
OTC sales data. We receive sales records of 622 different
products under the general category of cold remedies from
a single vendor, with similar numbers from other vendors.
Many of these products are used to treat very similar con-
ditions. As a starting point to analyze the data, we made
use of product groups that had been defined subjectively
by a local expert in the domain of pharmacoepidemiol-
ogy. The groupings are based on a product's presumed
use, and are further divided into child and adult medica-
tion. The product groups are summarized in Table 1 (see

Additional file 1). We aggregated the sales of individual
products within each group to form a time series of daily
sales of product packages. No attempt was made to apply
different weights to different products, for example by the
total dosage contained in a package. Whether such a
weighting scheme would be useful remains an open ques-
tion. These product groups are further divided into chil-
dren's medications and adult medication.

Product sales from some of these product groups are
known to be good indicators of the corresponding clinical
data [3]. For instance, chest rub sales are highly correlated
with the count of physician diagnosis of acute bronchitis
or acute bronchiolitis [4].

The hospital data consisted of daily counts of Emergency
Room visits that were assigned discharge diagnoses from
a list of acute respiratory conditions. The detailed list is
quite long and is available from the authors upon request
and is not tabulated in this paper. This list was chosen
because of its use at the time in the ESSENCE surveillance
system [5]. All visits to Maryland emergency rooms were
included for patients living in the Urban_National Capital
Area region, and with ages 18 and above. The data were
binned according to the day of encounter. The Urban
NCA includes (approximately) Baltimore, Washington,
and the "Corridor" in between. A map of this region is
shown in figure 1. This is basically the same geographic
population represented in the OTC data streams.

Methods
Least mean square (LMS) filtering
Here, we consider the clinical data as the primary channel
of an adaptive LMS filter. The OTC product groups are
then used to estimate the daily clinical data in the follow-
ing manner. Today's and several past days' OTC data are
used together to find an estimate of today's clinical data,
which is then compared to the actual value of today's clin-
ical data to update the filter coefficients in such a way as
to minimize the mean square error between the today's

Map of the Urban National Capital Area (NCA) in the United StatesFigure 1
Map of the Urban National Capital Area (NCA) in the United 
States.
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Diagram of the multi-channel adaptive LMS filterFigure 2
Diagram of the multi-channel adaptive LMS filter
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estimated and actual clinical data (see figure 2). This
method addresses the pure filtering problem, in the par-
lance of optimal filter theory, and we now describe the
problem in mathematical terms.

If we denote the clinical data time series by y[n], and the
OTC reference time series channels xj[n], where the index
n denotes the day number and the index j denotes the
OTC product group, then the today's and past days' OTC
data are used to estimate today's clinical data, in the sense

that the estimated quantity is ,

and it is to be compared directly to the actual value of the
clinical data today. This is referred to as the "filtering"
problem, as distinct from the following two problems [6].
The "prediction" problem attempts to estimate future val-
ues of the clinical data using today's and past days' values
of the OTC channels, i.e. the predicted quantity is

, k > 0, which is then to be

compared to the actual value of the clinical data on day
number n + k. The "smoothing" problem, of no interest to
us in this application, is to compute past values of the
clinical data using today's and past values of the OTC
data, and so the "smoothed" value is

, k > 0, which is to be com-

pared to the actual value of the clinical data on day
number n - k.

It should be clear from the above description that a useful
public health surveillance system could be quite inter-
ested in the "prediction" problem. Clearly, cross correla-
tions between the OTC data channels, if they exist in
sufficient amounts, could be used to "predict" the clinical
data from OTC channels. Similarly, auto correlations of
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Individual LMS estimation outputs together with actual hospital dataFigure 3
Individual LMS estimation outputs together with actual hospital data.
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the clinical data itself, if they exist in sufficient amounts,
could be used to (self) "predict" the clinical data. If both
types of predictions can be made reasonably successfully,
then one could compare them and/or combine them in
order to maximize the "prediction" abilities of some com-
ponent of a useful surveillance system. This latter problem
is particularly difficult and in order to motivate a serious
attempt at it, we have set ourselves the simpler task of
studying the "filtering" problem. This way we can use the
adaptive filter technique to show "time dependent" corre-
lations between the clinical and OTC channels, that are
caused by the non stationary nature of both data sets.

The requirement of minimum mean-squared error can be
most easily implemented using the Widrow LMS algo-
rithm [6]. A related adaptive filter that we have used in
this paper is the normalized LMS algorithm that avoids
some of the difficulties with the choice with the adapta-
tion parameter. This is the solution to the following con-
strained optimization problem. Given the primary
channel data p[n] and the reference channels' data zj[n]
the optimal filter coefficients hj[n + 1] are found by mini-
mizing the magnitude of the difference ||h[n + 1] - h[n]||

subject to the constraint . We show in

the Appendix (see Additional file 2) that the adaptive filter
must satisfy the following equations:

where 0 < µ < 2 and 0 <a << 1.

Results and discussion
Figure 3 shows the estimation outputs for each OTC prod-
uct group, and figure 4 shows the output of a multichan-
nel filter (all products included) superimposed on the
actual Emergency room data for the same period of time,
for adults. Based on these figures and defining estimation

power , we show in figure 3 the effectiveness

of each product group in estimating the Emergency room

data. Note that  is the quantity minimized by the
LMS filter adaptation equations. We have normalized it
by the variance of the input clinical data (the "primary"
channel), and subtracted it from 1, so that numbers closer
to 1 (from below) imply the best estimation results.

As is apparent from the figure 4 we have been quite suc-
cessful at reconstructing the emergency room data from
all 10 product groups, except the large peak at day 20 that
has not been estimated well. This clearly shows that the
latter event is not correlated with any of the OTC data
streams at the same time. Individual group results clearly
show the effectiveness of each particular group in estimat-
ing the hospital data and serve as a guide as to which
groups are more likely to produce better prediction of the
hospital data, in the sense described in the Methods sec-
tion above.

Conclusions
The perceived value of OTC sales as a data source for syn-
dromic surveillance would be greatly enhanced if it could
be shown that OTC sales provided an earlier indicator for
health problems than could be obtained from clinical
data. The results presented in this article indicate that sales
of over-the-counter flu remedies were well correlated with
physician diagnoses of acute respiratory conditions
throughout the National Capital Area (and slightly
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Multiple channel LMS estimation output together with actual hospital data, and graph of estimation power of individual LMS filters as well as the Multi-channel oneFigure 4
Multiple channel LMS estimation output together with actual 
hospital data, and graph of estimation power of individual 
LMS filters as well as the Multi-channel one
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beyond) in the 2001–2002 winter cold season and can
reproduce that data with rather small error. These results
tend to strengthen the hypothesis that some OTC product
sales might be used as an early indicator of a general class
of human disease known as acute respiratory condition, if
we are successful in extending the estimation algorithms
presented here to one for predicting the same results with
non zero positive time lags.
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